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A little about me...

I am Leslie Perry
Instructional Coach at 

Griffith School



PURPOSE

Become familiar with the district 
math curriculum and resources.

Review a lesson that will be taught 
in the first weeks of school.



All Balsz students will have a 
structured math block that 
includes the following 
components:
◦Spiral Review
◦Fluency

◦Concept Development

◦Application/Student 
Debrief

Math 
Block



Focus
Coherence
Rigor

Let’s go a little deeper...

Shifts



Coherence
Support students 
building on learning 
from previous grades; 
Supporting standards 
are not separate topics, 
but opportunities to 
deepen understanding 
and apply learning of 
major topics.

Shifts

Focus
Focus deeply on the 
major work of each 
grade.

Rigor
In major areas, students 
gain
× Conceptual 

understanding
× Procedural skill and 

fluency
× Application 



Fluency is not meant to come at the expense of 
understanding but is an outcome of a 

progression of learning and sufficient thoughtful 
practice.



A Note on Fluency

× K-5 has fluency built in
× Engage NY Fluency is not standards-based
× District Assessment to determine students’ 

fluency level
× Spend 2-10 min daily addressing students’ 

fluency needs



Okay, but what’s in my 
room?



Module Binders

× Engage NY is arranged 
into several Modules 

× Each Module has been 
printed for you

× Online access
× Balsz Curriculum 

Page
× Editable word docs 

available online



Fluency 
Resource

Math Power Kit
Station resources at 
multiple grade levels 
for differentiation



Pacing Guides & 
Assessment



Engagey NY 
Manipulatives

× K-7th Grade
× Include 

manipulatives to 
support teaching 
of the modules

× Build conceptual 
understanding



Hands-On 
Standards

× Common Core 
lessons 

× Additional 
manipulatives to 
teach standards

× K-8th grade
× Build conceptual 

understanding



Because we are born with number sense, 
most of us have the potential to be a lot better 
at arithmetic and mathematics than we think.

-David Sousa



Exploring Engage NY





Module Overview

Topic A Topic B Topic C Topic D

Lessons 
1 - 8  

Lessons 
9 -  15

Lessons 
16 -23  

Lessons 
24 - 29 



Exploring 
Let’s start!



Explore the Curriculum Overview of A Story of Units 
identify:

▪Names and sequence of Modules

▪Key Areas of Focus

▪Required Fluencies

▪Major Emphasis Clusters

▪Evidence of the Major Emphasis Clusters

▪Meaning of the footnotes in the document

Curriculum Overview of A Story of Units 



Navigating the 
District Documents

www.balsz.org



How do tape diagrams help students 
conceptualize and talk about a story 
problem?

https://www.engageny.org/resource/wo
rd-problems-with-tape-diagrams

Resource

https://www.engageny.org/resource/word-problems-with-tape-diagrams
https://www.engageny.org/resource/word-problems-with-tape-diagrams
https://www.engageny.org/resource/word-problems-with-tape-diagrams


Final 
Thoughts 
How has this session supported you 
thinking?



Any questions?

You can contact me at  lperry@balsz.org

mailto:lperry@blasz.org



